We show that on finite-order jets of submanifolds there exists a sequence, the finite-order variational sequence, which allows to formulate the calculus of variations in a purely differential-geometric context. We provide a natural representation of all elements of the above sequence. This allows us to develop a calculus of variations on jets of arbitrary order, which generalizes the constructions of Bryant, Griffiths and Grossman [8] . We obtain a new classification of null Lagrangians of any specified order and minimal order Lagrangians for variationally trivial Euler-Lagrange morphisms. As an example we provide an intrinsic formulation of the equation of minimal submanifolds of a Riemannian manifold as a Euler-Lagrange equation.
Introduction
Jets of submanifolds 1 are a natural framework for a geometric study of differential equations and the calculus of variations [4, 6, 7, 8, 13, 24, 29, 32, 40, 41] .
On jets of submanifolds it is possible to formulate the horizontal de Rham complex (or complex of total derivatives), whose cohomology is the characteristic (or horizontal) cohomology [6, 7, 16, 39] . This complex extends, in the case of infinite order jets, to a longer one, the variational sequence, containing the Euler-Lagrange operator as one of its morphisms (see [2, 11, 32, 35, 37, 38] in the case of jets of fibrings, and [40, 41] in the case of jets of submanifolds, where the variational sequence is derived from the so-called C-spectral sequence).
There was always interest into reproducing the above constructions on finite-order jets [1, 23, 42] , as they can be helpful to formulate concrete examples and to get information usually 'hidden' in the infinite order formalism.
To this aim, we introduced in [26] the finite-order C-spectral sequence on finite-order jets of submanifolds, and we extracted from it the finite-order variational sequence.
Then we realized that the characteristic cohomology on finite-order jets of submanifolds had already been computed in [16] . But in this paper a conjecture by Griffiths was left open: it was about the existence of point-equivariant (or natural, according to [20] ) representatives of equivalence classes of Euler-Lagrange morphisms. This problem was solved in [8] for the first-order case.
Here, we solve a version of the above problem which is more general in two directions. First of all, we consider variational problems of arbitrary order, and not just firstorder ones like in [8] . To our knowledge, our approach is the only one dealing with variational problems of any (finite) order. Secondly, we show that the set of EulerLagrange morphisms coincides with an element of the finite-order variational sequence introduced in [26] . Hence, to have a complete geometrical model of the calculus of variations, it makes sense to consider the whole variational sequence and to provide natural representatives for all its elements. We proceed as follows.
In section 1 we recall basic notions of the geometry of jets of submanifolds. Then in section 2 we consider the contact sequence introduced in [26] and we study their remarkable properties.
In section 3 we show that the infinite-order C-spectral sequence of [40, 41] can be obtained as a direct limit of the finite-order C-spectral sequence (E p,q N , e N ). Moreover, we compute all terms (E p,q N , e N ) by using a 'contact' Poincaré lemma. As by-product, we obtain Theorem 5.1 of [16] about the cohomology of the horizontal de Rham complex, which is just the subsequence (E 0,q 0 , e 0 ). By using the previous results, in section 4 we show that the cohomology of the variational sequence is equal to the de Rham cohomology of the first-order jet space. Next we provide natural representatives for all elements of the variational sequence on jets of submanifolds of arbitrary order. This is done by introducing a special class of differential operators by Green's formula. We also provide their coordinate expressions.
Finally, in section 5 we formulate the calculus of variations on finite-order jets of submanifolds. In the literature, variational problems on jets of submanifolds are formulated as homogeneous parametric problems [9, 15, 36] . This amounts to work with extra parameters and their derivatives, and to show each time the independence of computations with respect to the action of the Lie group G r n of r-jets of 'reparametrizations' (see remark 1). We use unparametrized submanifolds [8, 10, 16, 40, 41] , so that any object constructed on jets is independent of G r n . This allows us to bypass the above computational problems. A similar approach was also attempted in [10] proceeding by analogy with the case of jets of fibrings. However, the author was forced to use families of Lagrangians defined on open subsets with the property that, on intersecting subsets, the action of G r n be the same. This considerably complicated his formalism. In our approach, a single object represents a Lagrangian.
We show that the variational sequence encodes Lagrangians, Euler-Lagrange operator, Euler-Lagrange morphisms, Helmholtz conditions of local variationality, etc.. In this way we find a finite-order solution of the global inverse problem of the calculus of variations on jets of submanifolds. The naturality (in the sense of [20] ) of our constructions implies the invariance of Euler-Lagrange and Helmholtz operators with respect to contact transformations. The local exactness of the variational sequence leads to a new classification of all null Lagrangians of a specified order on jets of submanifolds. A similar classification was previously obtained only in the case of first-order Lagrangians within a slightly different framework [9] . Furthermore we find, for any locally variational Euler-Lagrange morphisms, a Lagrangian of minimal order on jets of submanifolds.
In the end of section 5 we make a detailed comparison between our approach to the calculus of variation and the more standard one which uses exterior differential systems (EDS), carried out in [8] in the first-order case.
As an example, in section 6, we study the equation of minimal submanifolds of a Riemannian manifold. We first show that such an equation admits an intrinsic formulation as a submanifold of the second-order jet of n-dimensional submanifolds of a given Riemannian (n + m)-dimensional manifold. Then, we prove that it is the EulerLagrange equation of the area Lagrangian. Such a Lagrangian is not global, in general, unless we use jets of oriented submanifolds.
The above method already produced new results of geometric character on the equation of minimal submanifolds (see [27] ). Moreover, the above method allows straightforward formulations of problems which are usually investigated in the domain of jets of fibrings (see Conclusions).
In this paper all manifolds and maps are smooth. A submanifold N of a manifold M is an injective immersion f : N → M of a manifold N into M. The submanifold N will always be identified with its image f (N) into M. We will denote by χ(M) the module of vector fields on a manifold M.
Jet spaces
In this section we recall basic structures related to the geometry of jets of submanifolds. We use the definition of jets of unparametrized submanifolds [4, 8, 10, 25, 26, 29] . See remark 1 for the relationship with the 'parametric' approach.
Let r ≥ 0. Let E be an (n + m)-dimensional manifold. A divided chart on E is a chart of the form (x λ , u i ), where 1 ≤ λ ≤ n and 1 ≤ i ≤ m. In what follows, Greek indices run from 1 to n and Latin indices run from 1 to m.
Let L and L ′ be n-dimensional submanifolds of E, and let z ∈ L ∩ L ′ . Let us choose a chart (x λ , u i ) at z where L, L ′ are described respectively by u i = f i (x λ ) and
Then we say that L and L ′ have a contact of order r at z if f i and f ′i have the same value and the same derivatives at z up to the order r.
The above relation is an equivalence relation and it is independent of the chosen chart; an equivalence class is denoted by [L] r z . We shall define the r-jet of n-dimensional submanifolds of E as the union of such equivalence classes and we denote it by J r (E, n).
r z , where σ = (σ 1 , . . . , σ k ) is a multi-index with 1 ≤ σ i ≤ n and |σ| def = k ≤ r, and the functions u j σ are determined by
The above smooth manifold structure endows the natural projections
with an affine bundle structure if r > 0 (see, for example, [4] ). In the case r = 0, π 1,0 coincides with the Grassmann bundle of n-dimensional subspaces in T E. Let F r be the ring C ∞ (J r (E, n)). Then pull-back via π r+1,r is an inclusion F r ⊂ F r+1 . We denote by by F the injective limit of the sequence {F r } r∈N . Let Λ k r be the F r -module of k-forms on J r (E, n). By analogy with the above mechanism, we introduce the F -module Λ k , which is the injective limit of {Λ
(r) with L running over all n-dimensional submanifolds of E. Note that if r = 0 then the contact distribution coincides with T E.
A diffeomorphism of J r (E, n) is called a contact transformation if it is a symmetry of the contact distribution. We note that a point [ 
, and define G (r) by iteration. According to a classical result by Lie and Bäcklund, any contact transformation is the lifting: 1) of a contact transformation on J 1 (E, n) if m = 1; 2) of a diffeomorphism of E if m > 1. In the second case, contact transformations are called point transformations. An analogous result holds for contact vector fields. We shall denote by X (k) the k-prolongation of a contact field X on J r (E, n).
1 Remark. The space J r (E, n) can be also defined as the quotient of the higher order tangent bundle of regular (n, r)-velocities reg T r n E (it is the set of r-jets of local immersions R n → E at 0 [20] ) with respect to the group G r n of r-jets of 'reparametrizations', i.e. local diffeomorphisms f : R n → R n such that f (0) = 0 [13, 16, 17, 20, 24, 9] . The so-called affine coordinates [9] on the quotient space reg T r n E/G r n coincide with our coordinates. We prefer to follow the above more direct approach.
Contact sequences
In this section we recall the definition of a short exact sequence naturally associated with J r (E, n): the contact exact sequence. This sequence has been introduced in [29] in the case r = 0, then generalized in [26] .
For r ≥ 0, consider the following bundles over J r+1 (E, n): the pull-back bundle T r+1,r = π * r+1,r (T J r (E, n)), the subbundle H r+1,r of T r+1,r defined by
and the quotient bundle V r+1,r = T r+1,r /H r+1,r . We say H r+1,r and V r+1,r are, respectively, the pseudo-horizontal bundle and the pseudo-vertical bundle. They play a role analogous to that of the tangent space of the base and the tangent space of the fibres in the case of jets of fibrings. In particular, if L ⊂ E is a n-dimensional submanifold,
which motivates the definition. Note that for 1 ≤ s ≤ r + 1 we have the isomorphisms
If we denote by χ H r+1,r , χ r+1,r and κ r+1,r , respectively, the F r+1 -modules of sections of H r+1,r , T r+1,r and V r+1,r , then we have the exact sequence
and the dual sequence
where D r+1,r and ω r+1,r are the natural inclusion and quotient projection. Local bases of χ H r+1,r , κ r+1,r , H 1 r+1,r and κ * r+1,r are respectively:
where |σ| ≤ r, and the pair σ, λ stands for (σ 1 , . . . , σ t , λ). Verticalization is the map
Let X ∈ χ(E). We have the coordinate expressions:
We note that the section v(X (r) ) depends only on v(X) ∈ κ 1,0 .
We introduce the submodule of Λ k r of contact forms of order r
Contact forms annihilate the contact distribution. We set
Next, we introduce the
Now we introduce an operation that allows us to extract from any form α ∈ Λ k r its 'horizontal part'. This implies the discarding of all terms containing contact forms. Let q > 0. Horizontalization is the map
Note that horizontalization is not surjective, its image being made by objects with coefficients which are polynomial of a distinguished type in the highest order derivatives (7). We setΛ
We have the coordinate expression
where 0 ≤ h ≤ q and 0 ≤ |σ| ≤ r. Hence
2 Remark. The polynomial structure of the above forms has been studied in coordinates so far (hyperjacobians, [1, 31] , and [2, chap. 4]), and in the case of jets of fibrings [42] . In this paper we find it as a global property on finite order jets of submanifolds.
The following elementary property holds.
It is also important to be able to select forms which contain a given number of horizontal factors. To this aim we introduce the partial horizontalization map
Let us note that α ∈ C 1 Λ 1+q r if and only if π * r+1,r (α) belongs to the ideal generated by
r+1,r . Hence we have the following property.
where |σ l | ≤ r for l = 1, . . . , p. In the particular case when q = 0 it is easy to show that |σ l | ≤ r − 1 for l = 1, . . . , p [23, 43] .
Characteristic cohomology and C-spectral sequence
The characteristic cohomology of finite order jets of submanifolds can be obtained as a part of a spectral sequence, the finite-order C-spectral sequence, induced by the contact distribution. Here, we recall the construction of the finite-order C-spectral sequence from [26] . Then we compute the terms of the sequence and show that the direct limit of the finite-order C-spectral sequence yields the C-spectral sequence on infinite order jets [5, 40, 41] . From now on we consider the case r > 0.
We have the bounded filtration of modules
where I is the codimension of the Cartan distribution. This is a differential filtration, i.e.
, hence it gives rise to a spectral sequence (E p,q N , e N ), with N, p, q ≥ 0, in the usual way [28] .
5 Definition. We call the above spectral sequence the C-spectral sequence of (finite) order r on E.
We setd def = e 0 ; it follows directly from definitions thatd(h p,q (α)) = h p,q+1 (dα). For p = 0 this is just the horizontal de Rham complex of order r (see [21, 39] for the infinite order version). Its cohomologyH * r is said to be the characteristic (or horizontal ) cohomology of order r. It has been computed in [1, 23] in the case of jets of fibrings, in [16, 26] in the case of jets of submanifolds. Now, we present some properties of the finite-order C-spectral sequence which will be relevant for the calculus of variations. First, we observe that the sequence has interesting invariance properties with respect to contact transformations. Proof. In fact, if G is a contact transformation, then G * preserves the spaces C p Λ * r and commutes with the differential d. The result follows by a standard result on spectral sequences [28] .
The following lemma will allow us to compute variationally trivial Lagrangians.
r , with α as in (6) . Then, we have the coordinate expressiondᾱ
for |τ h | = r. Hence,d has the same local coordinate expression as the standard total divergence operator restricted toΛ
Proof. Expression (11) comes directly from the definition, and the last statement is proved by observing that
Note that the above local property was directly derived in coordinates in [1] in the case of jets of fibrings. However, we obtained it by intrinsic constructions; moreover, on jets of submanifoldsd has different transformation rules. Now, we show the relationship between C-spectral sequences of different orders. We first state the following simple lemma (which is a consequence of (9)). 
s,r induces an injective morphism χ s,r of the r-th order C-spectral sequence into the s-th order C-spectral sequence.
Proof. The pull-back is an injective morphism π * s,r : Λ * r → Λ * s . It restricts to contact forms, and commutes with differentials, hence it induces a morphism between the two spectral sequences, which we denote by χ s,r . The restriction of χ s,r to the 0 terms of the spectral sequences is injective: suppose that, for [28, p. 66, theorem 3.4] it follows that the maps between the n-th terms of two spectral sequences are injective too, for n > 0.
The above theorem yields the following consequence.
10 Corollary. The infinite order C-spectral sequence can be obtained as the direct limit of the finite order C-spectral sequences.
Let us compute the terms of the finite order C-spectral sequence. We begin with the 0 term. For 0 < q ≤ n define the maps
and denote byΛ p,q r the image ofh p,q . From lemma 4 we have the following immediate result.
11 Proposition. Let 0 < q ≤ n. Then we have the isomorphism
Now we compute the other terms. Next lemma is needed to compute the cohomology of the 0 term.
12 Lemma. The sequence
is exact up to the term
Proof. The statement and its proof are analogous to [43, lemma 24] , because they have local character (indeed, this is just a 'contact' Poincaré lemma). More precisely, the proof is obtained by repeating the coordinate proof of [43, lemma 24] with the same arguments in this case.
Then, we observe that the C-spectral sequence of order r converges to the de Rham cohomology of J r (E, n), that is
where
r . Moreover, the de Rham cohomology of J r (E, n) is equal to the de Rham cohomology of (J 1 (E, n)) because J r (E, n) has topologically trivial fibre over J 1 (E, n). Taking this into consideration, we have:
Proof. First of all, we observe that the finite order C-spectral sequence converges to the de Rham cohomology because it is a first quadrant spectral sequence. Then, the first and the second statements are a direct consequence of lemma 12. As for the third statement, we note that there is at most one nonzero term among E p,q ∞ with p + q = k. Then there exists ap such that FpHp +q (Λ * r ) = Fp +1 Hp +q (Λ * r ). This implies that
. Forp ≥ 1 we have (13) for q = n. The assertion follows taking into consideration that the differentials e N with N ≥ 2 are trivial.
14 Remark. The finite-order characteristic (horizontal) cohomologyH q r = E 0,q 1 is equal to H q (J 1 (E, n)) for 0 < q < n. So, we recover Theorem 5.1 in [16] as a particular case of the above theorem.
We recall that the space
is taken as a model for the space of variational functionals [18] . The reason for this is explained in next two sections.
Variational sequence
In the above section the only terms of the finite-order C-spectral sequence that have not been explicitly computed are E p,n 1 . These terms, together with the horizontal complex, may be arranged into a further complex which is of fundamental importance for the calculus of variations: the finite order variational sequence.
15 Definition. The complex
Note that, due to theorem 13, the cohomology of the above complex is the de Rham cohomology of J 1 (E, n). Hence the above complex is locally exact.
) is introduced in [8, 16] (and denoted by H n (Ω * /I, d)) by a construction which is inspired by the calculus of variations, starting from the termΛ 0,n 1 (denoted by Ω n /I) as in equation (14). This is due to the fact that they consider a shorter sequence, the horizontal de Rham complex. Our approach produces the term as a part of a longer intrinsic sequence which holds for arbitrary order of jets and includes also spaces which are relevant for the solution of the inverse problem of the calculus of variation (section 5).
We shall prove that any variational form can be represented by a distinguished object. To this purpose, the most important tool is Green's formula [5, 40, 41] , which is the geometric analogue of the integration by parts. In order to use the formula we should pass from differential forms to differential operators through a natural isomorphism. For this reason we briefly recall the algebraic theory of differential operators.
Let P , Q be projective modules over an R-algebra A. A linear differential operator of order k is an R-linear map ∆ :
Here, square brackets stand for commutators and δ a i is the multiplication morphism by a i . The set of differential operators of order k acting from P to Q will be denoted by Diff k (P, Q). The definition of differential operator can be generalized in an obvious way to several arguments.
Let P r and Q s be respectively an F r -module and an F s -module, with r ≤ s. Let k ≤ s − r; we say that a differential operator ∆ : P r → Q s of order k is C-differential if it can be restricted to manifolds of the form L (r) and L (s) . In coordinates, we have
The space of such operators is denoted by CDiff k (P r , Q s ). We shall deal with spaces of antisymmetric C-differential operators of l arguments in P r , which we denote by CDiff Proof. The isomorphism is realized by the correspondenceh p,q (α) → ∇h p,q (α) where
Now, we recall Green's formula. We use the infinite-order formulation for the sake of brevity, despite the fact that a finite-order formulation could be achieved. A module P is said to be a horizontal module if it is an F -module which is the direct limit of a chain of modules · · · ⊂ P r ⊂ P r+1 ⊂ · · · over the chain of algebras · · · ⊂ F r ⊂ F r+1 ⊂ · · · . If P is a horizontal module, let P def = Hom(P,Λ 0,n ). For p > 0 we have the complexes
In [5, p. 191] it is proved that the only non-vanishing cohomology group of such complexes is the n-th, which is equal to CDiff (p−1) (P, P ). If Q is another horizontal module, then any C-differential operator ∆ : P → Q induces a map of the correspondingdcomplexes, hence a cohomology map ∆ * : Q → P .
18 Remark. For any operator ∆ ∈ CDiff(P,Λ n ) we have ∆ = ∆ * (1) +d(∇) , that is, ∆ can be decomposed in a sum of a zero order operator, ∆ * (1), which is uniquely determined by ∆, and of a total divergence. We conclude that if a zero order operator is a total divergence, then it is the null operator.
19 Proposition (Green's formula, [40, 41] ). Let ∆ ∈ CDiff(P, Q). Then
for all q ∈ Q, p ∈ P , where ω p, q (∆) ∈Λ 0,n−1 .
Proof. Let ξ ∈ CDiff(F ,Λ n ). Let us put := ξ − ξ * (1). Then is a C-differential operator with no 0-order term. Moreover, being ξ → ξ
Now, for eachq and p, if we define ξ : f →q(∆(f p)), then (16) becomes (15) .
ji . Note that the adjoint operator of a C-differential operator of order k raises the order of the jet space by k. Now, we have to formalize the inclusion of our C-differential differential operators (theorem 17) on finite-order jets into the above spaces. More precisely the following lemma allows us to use Green's formula for C-differential operators defined on finite-order jets.
20 Lemma. Let P , Q be horizontal modules. Then
Proof. The inclusion is trivial. Moreover, any operator ∆ = a σ ij D σ ∈ CDiff (p) k (P r , Q) can be lift to an operator in CDiff (p) k (P, Q). In fact operators D σ can be lift in view of the fact total derivatives can be lift by equation (2) . Then, if we denote by ı r the inclusion of P r into P , the map that with any ∈ CDiff (p) k (P, Q) associates • ı r ∈ CDiff (p) k (P r , Q) is an isomorphism.
Theorem. We have the following isomorphism
) is the subspace of operators ∇ which are skew-adjoint in each argument, and for
Proof. In fact, ∆ does not depend on the choice of the representative because the adjoint operation is zero on total divergencies. Then, ∆ is skew-symmetric in the first p − 1 arguments because ∆ is. Moreover, the coefficients of ∆ are polynomials of order r + 1 in higher order derivatives, hence from the coordinate expression of ∆ * it is clear that the application of r total derivatives raise the jet order to 2r + 1. In particular, ∆ is affine in the variables of order 2r + 1. Hence ∆ ∈ CDiff
Finally, ∆ is skew-adjoint. In fact, by applying (15), we have:
and in view of remark 18,dγ = 0. Checking injectivity and surjectivity is straightforward.
In the particular case p = r = 1 we obtain Euler-Lagrange morphisms which play in our theory the same role played by Poincaré-Cartan forms in [8] (see section 5).
We think that the description of variational forms could not be complete without coordinate expressions. Such expressions have never been written before for p ≥ 3 in the case of jets of submanifolds. Similar expressions were obtained for p = 1 and p = 2 in [17] , but with extra difficulties coming from the adoption of the 'quotient' definition of jets of submanifolds (remark 1).
An operator ∆ ∈ CDiff
where 0 ≤ |σ 1 | , . . . , |σ p−1 | ≤ r, 0 ≤ |τ | ≤ r, and V n def = n! dx 1 ∧· · ·∧dx n is a local volume form on any submanifold L ⊂ E which is concordant with the given chart. Note that the isomorphism 17 reads in coordinates as the equality of the coefficients ofᾱ in (31) and of ∆ in (18) . We also denote by (τ 1 , τ 2 ) the multiindex which is the union of τ 1 and τ 2 .
where in the second passage we applied Leibnitz rule for the total derivatives [35] , and the last passage follows after renaming multiindexes and rearranging terms. The case p ≥ 3 follows analogously:
Now, we shall derive the coordinate expression of the differentials E and e p , p > 1. Note that, given a form ∇ ∈ K p,r (κ 0 ) it can be difficult to find a form α ∈ Λ p+q r such that
The commutativity of inclusions between variational sequences of different orders implies that, locally, e p (∇ᾱ) = [dᾱ] (with the symbols of proposition 17): the coordinate expression of the last object is much easier to be computed. Note that dᾱ has to be meant as follows: consider (31) as a form on a jet space, removing restriction bars from dx λ , then take the ordinary differential. If λ ∈Λ 0,n r has the coordinate expression λ = λ 0 V n , then
The coordinate expression of e p is obtained by a straightforward substitution of the coefficients ∂/∂u (20) . For an intrinsic expression of e 1 , see [5] .
Variational principles and EDS formalism
In this section we develop a formalism for the calculus of variations in an intrinsic geometrical setting, in the general case of n independent variables and arbitrary order of jets. As a by-product, we obtain an interpretation of the variational sequence in terms of calculus of variations. Finally, we compare our formalism with that developed in [8] in the particular case of first-order Lagrangians.
is said to be an r-th order (generalized) Lagrangian. The action of the Lagrangian λ on an n-dimensional oriented submanifold L ⊂ E with compact closure and regular boundary is defined by
The word 'generalized' comes from the fact that λ depends on (r + 1)-st derivatives in the way specified in equation (7) (remark 2). Moreover, the action is well-defined because only the horizontal part of a form α contributes to the action (lemma 3). Now, we formulate the variational problem. Let L ⊂ E be as in the above definition. A vector field X on E vanishing on ∂L is called a variation field. The submanifold L is critical if for each variation field X with flow φ t we have
where we recall that φ (r) : J r (E, n) −→ J r (E, n) is the jet prolongation of φ t (see section 1).
Proof. We have that
24 Lemma. For any β ∈ E 1,q 0 , we have that
and in view of lemma 23, the above right side term is equal to h 0,q (i X (r) dα). Furthermore, taking into account that L X (r) α = i X (r) dα + d(i X (r) α) is a 1-contact form, we have that
where the last equality is attained by applying again lemma 23. 
Proof. We show that (23) depends on the vertical part v(X) of X, and provide the Euler-Lagrange equations. Let us denote the Lie derivative by
Here, (24) comes from Stokes' theorem, and the first passage of (25) comes from lemma 3. The second passage of (25) comes from lemma 23, taking into account that dα ∈ C 1 Λ n+1 r
. Finally, Green's formula yields
hence the third passage of (25) follows from lemma 24, from the identity (j r+1 L)
* λ, and Stokes' theorem. By virtue of the fundamental lemma of calculus of variations, equation (25) The interpretation of the variational sequence in terms of calculus of variations is now clear:
is the space of Lagrangians,
is the space of Euler-Lagrange type morphism,
is the space of Helmholtz type morphism;
• E takes a Lagrangian λ into its Euler-Lagrange form E(λ). If E(λ) = 0 then the Lagrangian is trivial, or null ;
• e 1 takes an Euler-Lagrange type form ǫ into its Helmholtz form e 1 (ǫ). If e 1 (ǫ) = 0, or, equivalently, if ǫ is locally variational, then ǫ comes from a local Lagrangian. In other words, the associated differential equations ǫ•j r L = 0 are locally variational. The local exactness of the finite order variational sequence yields the following interesting results. Note that a similar result in the case r = 1 is obtained in [9, p. 144] in the homogeneous parametric framework, but for a Lagrangian λ ∈Λ 0,n 1 depending only on J 1 (E, n) (i.e., a polynomial of degree zero with respect to 2-nd order derivatives). The result is obtained by coordinate computations.
In a similar way we obtain the solution to the global finite-order inverse problem. The above solution has the new feature of being sharp with respect to the order of the objects involved. Indeed, given a locally variational Euler-Lagrange type morphism ǫ depending on the s-th order jets, the well-known Volterra-Vainberg Lagrangian [32] provides an s-th order Lagrangian for it. Our finite-order variational sequence provides a Lagrangian of least possible order, provided we consider ǫ in the lowest order quotient space as follows. Proof. It comes from the commutativity of the inclusions of theorem 9 with the differential of C-spectral sequences of different orders.
We stress that a minimal order Lagrangian λ as above can be explicitly computed by diagram chasing and the contact Poincaré lemma 12 (see [23, 42] for more details).
The exactness of the sequence yields similar results at any space E p,n 1 . For example, a symplectic operator is an element B ∈ E 2,n 1
such that e 1 (B) = 0 [5] (also known as Dirac structure in [12] ). It is an important object from the theory of evolution equations [5] . The local exactness of the finite order variational sequence ensures the local existence of a potential of B in E 1,n 1 of a definite order and a definite structure of its coefficients.
As far as we know, there is no interpretation in terms of known quantities from the calculus of variations of variational forms for p ≥ 3. Now, we compare the above formalism with the variational formalism developed in [8] in the case r = 1.
• First of all, EDS are defined on contact manifolds (if m = 1) or multi-contact manifolds (m > 1). Such manifolds are locally diffeomorphic to first-order jets of submanifolds of an (n + m)-dimensional manifold. So, under this viewpoint, our theory could appear to be less general than the calculus of variations in EDS. However, it should be noticed that, as for calculus of variations, all examples in [8] are defined on jets of submanifolds. In next section we will recover one of the main examples in [8] as a particular case, the minimal submanifold equation.
• The cases m = 1 and m > 1 are treated in slightly different ways in [8] . This is due to the fact that in the case m = 1 the authors want to formulate a theory which is invariant under contact transformations. In our paper the cases m = 1 and m > 1 are treated in a unified way, and in the case m = 1 theorem 26 ensures the invariance under contact transformations as a byproduct of our construction.
• In [8] a Lagrangian is a form of the type α : J 1 (E, n) → ∧ n T * E (semi-basic form). Two Lagrangians are said to be equivalent if they differ by a 1-contact form. The space of inequivalent Lagrangians is denoted in [8] by Γ(M, ∧ n (J/I)), where J plays the role of the distribution π * 1,0 : T * E ֒→ T * J 1 (E, n) and I plays the role of the annihilator of the contact distribution. In this paper, a Lagrangian is an equivalence class of all forms on J 1 (E, n). This yields a broader class of Lagrangians; for instance, the scalar curvature Lagrangian of General Relativity falls into this class, because, as it is known, it is the horizontalization of its Poincaré-Cartan form, which is defined on the first-order jet (see, e.g., [34] ).
• The definition 4.5 of 'admissible lifting' in [8] corresponds to what it is usually called 'Lepage equivalent' [24] . In [8] a distinguished representative for equivalent Lagrangians is provided as a Betounes form (even if it was first discovered by Krupka [22] In our paper we exhibit a distinguished representative of the Lagrangian through horizontalization. Then we apply Green's formula to find a unique differential operator whose kernel, as a submanifold of a certain jet space, is the EulerLagrange equation of the given Lagrangian. We now show that in our formalism there is no need of the [8] -Poincaré-Cartan form to formulate Nöther theorem. In fact, the first variation formula follows from lemma 23:
where ω is as in equation (26) . Now, if X is a symmetry of the Lagrangian, i.e. for h 0,n (L X (r) α) = 0, then the quantity (ω + h 0,n−1 (i X (r) α)) is conserved on solutions of the Euler-Lagrange equation.
• The n-th variation of a Lagrangian is developed in [8] . It could be introduced in our formalism as in the fibred case along the lines of [14] , but we do not insist on it for reasons of space.
• The 'multisymplectic linear algebra' from [8, 16] is not needed at all in order to find the unique representative of the Euler-Lagrange equation: we just use Green's formula.
• It must be stressed that our formalism deals also with the local and global inverse problem for equations of arbitrary order. We also prove that our result is sharp with respect to the minimality of the order of the corresponding Lagrangian. In [8] this is done only for Monge-Ampère type second-order systems in the case m = 1.
6 Example: the minimal submanifold equation
In this section we provide a main example of use of the above formalism. Indeed, despite the fact that jets of submanifold appear in several theoretical studies (see Introduction), there is a relative absence of applications. Here we will show that the geometry of submanifolds of a given Riemannian manifold can be reformulated on jets of submanifolds in a 'universal' way, i.e., objects that are classically defined on one submanifold and depend on the first or second order derivatives of the parametrization are converted into objects that are defined on jets of submanifolds of the first or second order.
In this way we are able to deal with the variational aspects of Riemannian geometry of submanifolds with similar techniques as those employed in naturality problems on jets of fibrings [20] .
Let (E, g) be a Riemannian manifold. Then, the metric g can be lifted as a fibre metric on T 1,0 by composition with the projection π 1,0 . We indicate the above metric on T 1,0 with the same letter g. We also have the contravariant metricḡ on T 1,0 * . Let us set V 
with
The metric g restricts to the metric g V on V 1,0 g , with coordinate expression
Conclusions
We regard this paper as a starting point for further research. Among interesting problems we find:
• the classification of intrinsic Lagrangians depending on derivatives of the metric of a given order;
• the classification of intrinsic Euler-Lagrange morphisms depending on derivatives of the metric of a given order;
• the computation of the g-invariant part, or the conformally invariant part of the horizontal cohomology and the variational sequence, and many others. Note that the first above problem has been studied in [30] and solved for immersions of a given manifold into the environmental Riemannian manifold. Our language allows one to formulate the problem for immersions of any submanifold into the environmental Riemannian manifold. As for the second and third problems, they are open, as far as we know (with the exception on some results on invariant [8] Poincaré-Cartan forms in [8] ). The third problem is the finite-dimensional analogue of the problem which has been solved in [3] , i.e., the classification of all natural locally variational Euler-Lagrange type morphisms.
The above interesting problems will be the subject of our next research activity.
